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From: michael deluca
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06:09 PM


Hi,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:michaeljdeluca@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jill Gassman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01:32 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(s)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


V/R
Jill Gassman Zullo



mailto:jill_gassman@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Coleen Young
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:56:42 PM


Dear sir or madam,


I oppose OEG's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Coleen Young



mailto:coleen.young@att.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Debra Doggett
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:07:24 PM


I am writing to you to express my vehement opposition to the OGE's proposed legal expense
fund regulation as drafted. Ethics should NEVER be optional and to have the official involved
be allowed to decide whether or not they should adhere to the ethical rules is ridiculous and
creates an opening for corruption. In the current climate of mistrust toward government, to
have a regulation which allows a government official to decide if they want to follow ethical
practices is a betrayal of the American people.
OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader five year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
place nonprofit charities (501c3 organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Restoring trust in government is of the utmost importance during this difficult time.
Continuing to allow the kind of lax ethical behavior of the past undermines that important
goal.


Sincerely,
Debra Doggett
505-295-9376
Albuquerque, NM


-- 
www.onefoolsjourney.com
http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Debra-Doggett/205566736172548
follow me on Twitter @dgdoggett



mailto:dgdoggett@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

http://www.debradoggett.com/

http://onefoolsjourney.com/

http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Debra-Doggett/205566736172548






From: Annie Norman-Schiff
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:31:13 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:afschiff@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Oscar Lopez
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01:46 PM


Oscar Lopez Letona 
Maplewood, Minnesota 


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you
Oscar Lopez Letona


Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



mailto:oscarlopez1015@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://go.onelink.me/107872968?pid=InProduct&c=Global_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers&af_wl=ym&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=Global_YGrowth&af_sub3=EmailSignature






From: jennifer jordan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: OPPOSE
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:10 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Jen walter 


Get Outlook for iOS



mailto:jennrj1@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://aka.ms/o0ukef






From: sol b
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:20 PM


Dear OGE 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you 



mailto:solbrukirer@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Martin Dawson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:19:58 PM


I oppose the legal expense fund as proposed by the OGE. It does not go nearly far enough to
prevent corruption through the use of legal defense funds.
The OGE should and must make the following changes to this proposal:
-Eliminate the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional -- the regulation
should be mandatory and not up to the judgment of the official who will be motivated to
ignore it.
-Expand the recusal requirement to a mandatory 5 years to prevent donors from influencing
any decisions or regulations that affect them or the industries in which they have interests.
-Allow 501(c)(3) charities to hire legal representation for whistleblowers, placing them on an
equal footing with large law firms.
-The example involving a military officer facing court martial on charges of sexual harassment
is potentially offensive and should be replaced with a less fraught example.



mailto:chrysaetoseagle@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Todd Graham
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:48 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Todd Graham



mailto:slackwalker@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kelly McCormick
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:18 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash 
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have 
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to 
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for 
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make 
it better!


Thank you.


Kelly McCormick
Cedar Falls, IA 50613



mailto:mccormickkelly@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sam Rhodes
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:00:09 PM


Good afternoon,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Samantha Rhodes
Boynton Beach FL 



mailto:spinachwrap@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Janet Corley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:29:27 PM



mailto:jmc3213@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jessica Bern
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:39:51 PM


I oppose OGE’S proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from infuencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.


3. Remove offensive example involving an accused sexual harasse; and


4. Place non-profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.l


Thank you.


Jessica Bern



mailto:jessicabernthis@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: michael gjerde
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:45 PM
Attachments: image.png
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Dear Sirs or Madam,



mailto:mwgjerde@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






Michael W Gjerde
2606 Syracuse Ct
Davis, ca 95618







From: Debra Boggs
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:58 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Debra Boggs
Registered Voter 
California 



mailto:deb.a.boggs@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jeanne Yohn
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:59 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: -
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Jeanne Yohn



mailto:jeanne_yohn@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:45 PM


 
 
From: Louise Barney [mailto:daweezbarney@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
 
To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule
contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America
deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this
rule and make it better!


Sincerely,


Louise Barney



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Frank Hinman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Public Comment
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:17 PM
Attachments: Image-1.png
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mailto:fhinman123@gmail.com
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From: Daniel English
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:48:06 PM


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 
OGE should remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


OGE should replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests;


OGE should remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
 
OGE should place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
Regards,


Dan English



mailto:danielenglish@earthlink.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Justin Hembree
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:01 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an
accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Justin Hembree



mailto:juhembree@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Brian Fenton
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:33:06 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:fentie@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mary Essig
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:40:03 PM


To the rule-makers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant
loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than
optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks, 


Mary Essig 



mailto:hellomaryessig@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jeremy Brown-Hayes
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:37:45 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
-replace the proposed requirement for recusal with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser.
-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:lightwhispers@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nancy Winn
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:41:05 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:nhwinn@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine mongeau
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:36 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:cmongeau63@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kathy Ojeda
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:26 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Kathy Ojeda
Merritt Island,FL


Sent from my iPad



mailto:kojeda@cfl.rr.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Gary McGonagill
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:36 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:g.mcgonagill@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Glenda Marquez
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:36:31 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you 
Glenda Marquez 


Get Outlook for iOS



mailto:glmarquez6@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Karl
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:17:45 PM


To whom it may concern;


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities
(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.


Regards,


Karl Steinberg



mailto:ksteinberg1@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: brownkr
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:24 PM


OGE Dudes,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you, hugs&kisses, many happy returns,


Kevin 


PS - Opposing this rule is an act of kindness.  Do better.


Sent from my Galaxy



mailto:brownkr@charter.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Caty Tylan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Catherine Tylan 



mailto:clhtylan@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Julie Morgan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:26:54 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; - replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; - remove the
offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.
A very concerned citizen.


Cheers!
Julie Morgan
310.600.6833



mailto:juliemo@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alyson Fox
To: Contact OGE
Subject: PROPOSED RULE- LEGAL EXPENSE FUND
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:52 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; AND


4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


-- 
Alyson Fox


http://www.alysonfox.com



mailto:alyfoxdesigns@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:47 PM


 
 
From: Juliette Page [mailto:jhpage@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:07 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Juliette Page
650.642.5931



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: judygreene23@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:16:47 PM
Attachments: image.png
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mailto:judygreene23@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov







Sent from my iPad







From: Christine Byler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:41 PM
Attachments: image.png
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To Whom it May Concern:



mailto:byler.christine@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov





Thank you for for your attention to this very important matter. 
Regards:

Christine M Byler 


Sent from my iPad









From: Quency Rene
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:22 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
Tell OGE to say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever going to root out corruption
and hold those in power accountable for unethical practices, it won’t happen by giving them
the ability to opt out.


Quency Rene 
Waterford, NY 12188



mailto:qzip99@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tracy Kunichika
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:46:49 PM


Dear OGE:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.



mailto:tracyk223@outlook.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine Scallen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:54:20 PM


Dear OGE Administrators:


I write as a concerned citizen to state that I STRONGLY
oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


VOluntary compliance? That is an absurdity as a proposition and
undermines government ethics.  These rules should be strengthened, not
weakened. 


Sincerely, Catherine B. Scallen



mailto:cburnsscallen@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:03 PM
Attachments: image.png
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From: michael gjerde [mailto:mwgjerde@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
Dear Sirs or Madam,



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






Michael W Gjerde
2606 Syracuse Ct
Davis, ca 95618







From: Alexa Karaoulis
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:08 PM
Attachments: image.png
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 To Whom it May Concern,



mailto:akaraoulis@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






Sincerely,
Alexa Karaoulis







From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:55 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Dina Bozsoki [mailto:dinabozsoki@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Dina Bozsoki
Lebanon, TN 37087


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov
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From: Melanie Ogrodowski
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:22 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant
loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than
optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you!


Melanie Ogrodowski
Toledo, Ohio



mailto:mjogro75@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Peggy Rinehart
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:16 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal defense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents Legal Expense Fund donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for considering these revisions.
Warmest regards,


Dr. Peggy Rinehart



mailto:rinehart.peggy@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: MollyA Mills
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:08:32 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Molly Mills. Warmest Regards. 



mailto:mamills47@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Dina Bozsoki
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03:02 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Dina Bozsoki
Lebanon, TN 37087


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:dinabozsoki@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Patricia Long
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:18:58 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional:
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Patricia Long


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:patricia.long.florida@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mike@
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:34:52 PM


To whom it may concern:


I’m in favor of maximum transparency and honesty in government, and detest any role that
money plays in politics and government. Consequently, I oppose OGE’s proposed legal
expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Michael Diehl


Glendale, California
______
Mike@MikeDiehl.com
818.552.4110



mailto:Mike@MikeDiehl.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Adrianne Campbell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:21:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regulations that are optional are not regulations.  Optional ethics are not ethical; ethical
behavior is NOT “optional.”


Adrianne Campbell
Vancouver WA 98684



mailto:bluesyfish@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Noah Karr
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:28:12 PM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please update this regulation to make it fairer and more comprehensive.


Thank you,
Noah Muench-Karr



mailto:npwkarr@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Brooks
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:16:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 
Karen Brooks
-- 
karenxbrooks@gmail.com
landline 818.760.3356
mobile   818.517.4357



mailto:karenxbrooks@gmail.com
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From: Anna Stillstar
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:13:50 PM


Dear whomever,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1.  Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


This seems entirely reasonable.  There is no point to optional ethics regs.


Thank you



mailto:annastillstar@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Lauren McKinnon
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an
accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Stop trying to grift the country with this shit.


Sincerely,


Lauren Lee McKinnon
10361 Washington Avenue 
Irwin, PA 15642


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



mailto:bimini3@ymail.com
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From: Kristin Roda
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Opposing OGE"s proposed language
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:37:35 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should: - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Kristin Roda
Swampscott, MA



mailto:kristin.roda@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: mvieths@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:34:29 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.



mailto:mvieths@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Daren
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:27:47 PM
Attachments: FVT9cfNXEAAZdwO.png
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From: Campbell Berry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:14:02 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Justin Berry


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:jberry2278@gmail.com
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: OGEs legal defense fund
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:20 PM


 
 


From: dleicher@dleicher.com [mailto:dleicher@dleicher.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Cc: Dleicher <dleicher@dleicher.Com>
Subject: OGEs legal defense fund
 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


·    remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;


·    replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


·    remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and


·    place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Molly DeTuri
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:42 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Molly DeTuri



mailto:molly.deturi@gmail.com
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From: Paul Sands
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:21 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:psands858@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tacy Hartman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:27:19 PM
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Thank you,

Tacy Hartman
3393 S Evergreen Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106


Sent from my iPhone







From: Lani Goto
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:21:39 PM


Hello -


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Optional ethics are not ethics!


Thank you.



mailto:lani.goto@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carol Grose
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:05 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as it has been drafted. Instead, OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broad five year requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3)
organisations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Carol Grose
Florida



mailto:carolgrose@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Allegra Riggio
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:26:15 PM


To whom this may concern,


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Regards, Allegra Riggio


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:miss.allegra@gmail.com
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From: Karen Zack
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:35:58 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:kjzack6@gmail.com
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From: Prisca Gloor
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:42:04 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Dr. Gloor



mailto:priscagloor@gmail.com
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From: Matt Plambeck
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:08:08 PM
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From: Dave Beaudoin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:18 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Dave Beaudoin
Sunnyvale, CA


Virus-free. www.avg.com
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From: Kate Pattison
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:19 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Kate C. Pattison
Raleigh, NC


-- 
The one small garden of a free gardener was all his need and due, not a garden swollen to a
realm; his own hands to use, not the hands of others to command. -J.R.R. Tolkien, Lord of the
Rings/The Return of the King



mailto:kcp124@gmail.com
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:12 PM


 
 
From: a p [mailto:posselts2007@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Nathan Richardson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:29 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:nsrich22@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:35 PM


 
 
From: Debra Doggett [mailto:dgdoggett@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:08 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
I am writing to you to express my vehement opposition to the OGE's proposed legal expense
fund regulation as drafted. Ethics should NEVER be optional and to have the official involved
be allowed to decide whether or not they should adhere to the ethical rules is ridiculous and
creates an opening for corruption. In the current climate of mistrust toward government, to
have a regulation which allows a government official to decide if they want to follow ethical
practices is a betrayal of the American people.
OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader five year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
place nonprofit charities (501c3 organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers
 
Restoring trust in government is of the utmost importance during this difficult time.
Continuing to allow the kind of lax ethical behavior of the past undermines that important
goal.
 
Sincerely,
Debra Doggett
505-295-9376
Albuquerque, NM
 


 
--
www.onefoolsjourney.com
http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Debra-Doggett/205566736172548
follow me on Twitter @dgdoggett
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From: Courtney Henley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:52:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 -replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely 


Courtney Henley, MD
635 J Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
8015029523



mailto:courtney.henley@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Emily Lapierre
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:37 PM


Sincerely, 
Emily Lapierre



mailto:mimi8962@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Drew Seitz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:52:30 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks for your time,
Drew Seitz


We do not live to be able to eat and make money.  We eat and make money to be able to enjoy
life.  That is what life means and that is what it is for.
--George Leigh Mallory



mailto:drew.seitz@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Theo Block
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:59 PM


Good afternoon,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser!


4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These changes will ensure a fairer, more equitable, and most importantly more ethical federal
government for YEARS to come.


Thank you for your time,
Theodore Block



mailto:tblock0608@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: dleicher@dleicher.com
To: Contact OGE
Cc: Dleicher
Subject: OGEs legal defense fund
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:00:37 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:dleicher@dleicher.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:18 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Amanda Campbell [mailto:amandaspf@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:amandaspf@yahoo.com






From: Marcelle heimdal
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:36:55 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Marcelle Heimdal



mailto:heimdelle@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Gary McGrath
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:08:18 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Gary McGrath



mailto:gmcgrath2@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: T Kunichika
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:45:56 PM


Dear OGE:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.



mailto:tracyk223a@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Donna
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:58:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; there is no point in
a regulation that is optional.


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Donna Smith-Remick


3041 Century Lane


Bensalem PA 19020



mailto:donnalduck@fastmail.fm

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bonnie Lyle
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Changes to improve regulation
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:53 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
Bonnie Lyle
Marietta Ga 30066



mailto:bonnielyle@icloud.com
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:42 PM


 
 


From: Lena McGuire [mailto:lenamcg@verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:07 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 


I oppose the Office of Government Ethics proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted
and want the following changes incorporated into the draft:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional - regulations
should NOT be optional! This is basic common sense.;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement. This
will help prevent donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests which is the best
way to then protect all of us;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Without these changes, the draft contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive
corruption. Americans deserve better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite
this rule to remive these loopholes and  make a the regulation better. 


Thank you,


Lena McGuire


Camillus, NY



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Ruth Phinney
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Currently proposed ethics "regulation" is not
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:23 PM


To whom it may concern,


It appears your so-called proposed regulation is nothing of the sort. When you make compliance with
rules optional, you allow those currently acting in extremely unethical manner (note I am not claiming
illegality) to simply continue their status quo. You penalize those who behave ethically. You fail the
citizens of this country and fail to perform your own mandate.


Please change your proposal into a true regulation, which will at least have a chance of influencing
behavior, minimizing corporate interference in the body politic, and return voice to the human citizens of
this country:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement, preventing donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests.
Remove the offensive example involving an accused military sexual harasser; intimidation of victims has
no place in such a regulation and the military should enjoy no special favors.
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms: allow them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely yours,


Ruth Phinney
Portland, Oregon



mailto:ruth.phinney@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Naomi Kritzer
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:09 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive example
involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations)
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.



mailto:naomi.kritzer@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Eyal Berger
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:01 PM


Please be advised:


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,


Eyal Berger



mailto:eyalberger22@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Beth Goodwin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:33:16 PM


I oppose most strongly the proposed legal fund regulation.


Compliance should NOT be optional.


 The recusal requirement  must be broadened.


Non profit organizations must be equal to private large law firms.


The proposed fund regulation as presented makes me really wonder why an OGE is even necessary. Do better.


Angry regards,
Beth Goodwin


Sent from my iPad



mailto:rayandbethgoodwin@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:05 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: MollyA Mills [mailto:mamills47@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Molly Mills. Warmest Regards. 



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:30 PM


 
 
From: Sam Rhodes [mailto:spinachwrap@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
Good afternoon,
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you,
Samantha Rhodes
Boynton Beach FL 



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Shannon Lonergan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:59 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should do the
following:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Optional ethics are not, in fact, ethical. 


Regards, 
Shannon K. Lonergan
Downingtown, PA



mailto:shannonklonergan@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: nancy catalina
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:40:25 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant
loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than
optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Sincerely, 


Nancy 



mailto:nancycatalina@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Amanda Campbell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:34 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:amandaspf@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Elizabeth Bates
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:46 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics, 


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better! 


Thanks. 


Elizabeth Bates 


--



mailto:elizabeth.b.bates@gmail.com
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From: Mark Everson
To: Contact OGE
Cc: "KAREN EVERSON"
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:18:16 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Mark Everson



mailto:markeverson@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Heise, Anne
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:21:32 PM


Dear OGE,


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as 
currently drafted. Instead, OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;a
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries where they have substantial interests;
place non-profit charities (501(c)(3)organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Anne Heise
1117 Brooks Street
Ann Arbor MI 48103



mailto:aheise2u@gmail.com
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From: Gmail
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:16:15 PM
Attachments: image.png


This is a ridiculous attempt to enable dark money and corrupt people to continue to unduly influence legislators and other elected or appointed officials.  Do your job, OGE.
Mary Stadler


A message from Mary Stadler.



mailto:marystadler@gmail.com
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From: Lena McGuire
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06:53 PM


I oppose the Office of Government Ethics proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted
and want the following changes incorporated into the draft:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional - regulations
should NOT be optional! This is basic common sense.;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement. This
will help prevent donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests which is the best
way to then protect all of us;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Without these changes, the draft contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive
corruption. Americans deserve better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite
this rule to remive these loopholes and  make a the regulation better. 


Thank you,


Lena McGuire


Camillus, NY



mailto:lenamcg@verizon.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Melissa Vanden Bout
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:54:32 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We hold you to the standards of your office as public servants and expect you to rectify the above immediately.


Sincerely,
Dr. Melissa Vanden Bout 


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:luvandenbout@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:51 PM


 
 


From: majors_quarry.0h@icloud.com [mailto:majors_quarry.0h@icloud.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
 
To the Office of Government Ethics,
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Thank you,
Jensen Lugo



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Kim Lorenz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:39:19 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


If it's optional, it's not ethical.



mailto:kimberly.lorenz@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Maria Hardin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:30:10 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests; - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Maria Hardin



mailto:mlehardin97@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Marj Halperin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:10 PM
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Madam/Sir:



mailto:marjhalperin@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely 
Marjorie Halperin 

Sent via iPhone, so thumbtimes I make a mistake. Sorry! 

Cell: 312-804-1315
www.marjhalperin.com







From: Kay K. Schlembach
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:32:38 PM


To IGE


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you 


Kay Schlembach
7 Birch Hill Court
Ballston Lake NY 12019


- - - - - - - - -


Kay K. Schlembach


"Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can." ―Arthur Ashe


“Interest is the most important thing in life; happiness is temporary, but interest is continuous.” ―Georgia O’Keeffe


        



mailto:kay.schlembach@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://www.linkedin.com/pub/kay-schlembach/4/321/a22






From: Jason Scherschligt
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:19:03 PM


Hi. I'm an American citizen writing to comment on the OGE's proposed legal expense fund
regulation. As drafted, there are several problems with this regulation.


1. Compliance with the regulation SHOULD NOT be optional.
2. The proposed recusal requirement should be replaced with a broader recusal requirement,
for a longer period of time (5 years?) to prevent donors from influencing decisions.
3. The regulation should place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for considering these opinions,


Jason Scherschligt
Plymouth, MN
jscherschligt@gmail.com



mailto:jscherschligt@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:jscherschligt@gmail.com






From: Joe Fanelli
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:58 PM


Hi, I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
- and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Joe


-- 
Joe Fanelli
317.294.0667



mailto:joseph.ab.fanelli@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: brenda gremli
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule : legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:13:31 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:cardinalbaseball@icloud.com
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From: Marianne
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:47:35 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing from South FL 33418  to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should make the following changes


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Dr. Marianne E May
128 Hidden Hollow Dr.
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
561-626-2472 h
561-346-2663 c



mailto:mem658@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Juliette Page
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06:11 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Juliette Page
650.642.5931



mailto:jhpage@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Fowler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:10 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:kbreazfowler@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bill Asher
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:02:44 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


and 


4. place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


William Asher
Lakewood, Washington
98498



mailto:gcnp55@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: T W
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:31:21 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulations optional:
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:unionwatts@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Siobhan Mendetzki
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:15 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Siobhan Mendetzki
Charleston, SC


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:siobhanto@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Meredith Ramsey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:35 PM
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Very truly,
Meredith Ramsey
Lawrenceville, GA
Sent from my iPad







From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:00 PM


 
 


From: Bill Asher [mailto:gcnp55@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
 
and
 
4. place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Sincerely,
 
William Asher
Lakewood, Washington
98498



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Jordan Parker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:18 PM


Hello,


I am appalled that the OGE would write ethics rules that would be optional. That is antithetical
to what your office stands for and further degrades our democracy. I oppose the OGE’s
proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
1.  Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
2.  replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3.  remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
4.  Place nonprofit charities (501 (c)(3) organizations on equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Sincerely,
Jordan Parker



mailto:jordanfisherparker@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ruben Boiardi
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:46:32 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation asdrafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser: and place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely 
Ruben Boiardi 



mailto:rubenb@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Marc Moskowitz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:19 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they
have substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:marc@suberic.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tom Gaffigan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:12 PM
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From: Matthew Porter
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:37:48 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed regulation on legal expense funds as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


—
Matthew F Porter


Jefferson County, Colorado


mfporter@c-creature.com



mailto:mfporter@c-creature.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:16 PM


 
 
From: Gary McGrath [mailto:gmcgrath2@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Gary McGrath
 



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: brenda gremli
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: legal expense regulation (RIN 3209- AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:04 PM


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Stephanie Zuercher
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:29:22 PM


To Whom it May Concern: 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


--remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
--replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
--remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
--place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Stephanie Zuercher



mailto:stephzuercher@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: warrior rabbit
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:17:32 PM


Hello,


This is of paramount importance:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We have no room for loopholes and wimpy passivity in our fight against corruption!!


Thanks,


Tina H.



mailto:rabbit@san.rr.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: a p
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:45 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:posselts2007@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tessa Weinstein
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:16:01 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks,


Tessa Weinstein



mailto:tfweinstein@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Riccardo Sinti
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:42 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they
have substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Please hold public officials to a high standard.



mailto:riccardo.sinti@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jeremy Countryman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:07 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
_________________________


Jeremy D. Countryman
850/339-6037



mailto:jeremy.d.countryman@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Brendan Docherty
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:33:09 PM
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From: Peter Sardella
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:21:50 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. It's current form encourages corruption.


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


D.P. Sardella


-- 
Dominick Peter Sardella
610-304-1087
dpsardella@gmail.com



mailto:dpsardella@gmail.com
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From: Misty Vogel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:14:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


“Optional” isn’t an option and it’s an insult to the US and it’s citizens.


Signed,


Misty Vogel



mailto:vogelmisty@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alysha K
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:06 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


It's very simple: if you make ethics "optional," then those with no morals will not take the
option to do the right thing.



mailto:allysdelta@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jeff Busch
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:42:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:jeff@jjbusch.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Laura Mason
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:48:47 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


Please consider the following suggestions:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These changes are to insure loopholes allowing massive corruption are sealed off. America
deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it
better!


THANK YOU,


Mason. 
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:ariesmason@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Deborah McKay
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:50:43 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Deborah Allison McKay
88 Sweetgum Rd
Greenville, SC 29617
Sent from my iPad



mailto:mckallison1@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:26 PM


 
 


From: Eric Seshens [mailto:eseshens@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:08 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
To Whom It May Concern:
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Sincerely,
Eric Seshens



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Alyssa Read
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;- replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;- remove the offensive example involving
an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Alyssa Read



mailto:alyssa.read1@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Candy Chavez
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation ( RIN 3209 - AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:34:21 PM


https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1537433907280244736?
t=WdT8Eky6iARYdFQBd66vwg&s=19



mailto:candacechavez17@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: pete empey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:24:03 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation
as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Peter Empey



mailto:pete.empey@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:22 PM


 
 


From: Paul Sands [mailto:psands858@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


      remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
      replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal


requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


      remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
      place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large


law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Laura Lama
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:45:55 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Laura Lama


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:laura.lama@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Paulgun Sulur
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:23 PM


3. I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Paulgun Sulur



mailto:psulur@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:25 PM


 
 
From: Mariana Poole [mailto:mmrpoole@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
Hello,
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you,
Mariana Poole



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Joyce Wood
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed legal expense fund regulation
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:26:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception
that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large 
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:ldywrtr0@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Dorothy Sturges
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03:47 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:chili333@mac.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Eric Seshens
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:07:55 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Eric Seshens



mailto:eseshens@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mariana Poole
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:00:31 PM


Hello,
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Mariana Poole



mailto:mmrpoole@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:40 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Dorothy Sturges [mailto:chili333@mac.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:chili333@mac.com






From: Matt Sypert
To: Contact OGE
Subject: I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:01:26 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time,
S. M. Sypert



mailto:matt@sypert.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Leslie Kausch
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:52 PM
Attachments: image.png


Leslie Kausch
Greensboro, NC  USA



mailto:singonki@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: J Jacobs
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:19 PM
Attachments: image0.png



mailto:jjmplsmn@gmail.com
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From: Judy Altman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04:35 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Judy Altman
San Diego, CA



mailto:judyalt@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jackson DeBuhr
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:26:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Sincerely,
Jackson DeBuhr



mailto:debuhj@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:52 PM


 
 
From: michael deluca [mailto:michaeljdeluca@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:07 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
Hi,
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Debra Junell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:43:38 PM
Attachments: image.png
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mailto:dord42j@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






Sincerely, 
Debra Junell







From: Anthony Tomaso
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:49:32 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:phattony82@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:58 PM


 
 
From: amy spelke [mailto:aspelke@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
 
 
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


 remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accursed sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Sincerely,
Amy Spelke



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Nik Sparlin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:16:53 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Sincerely,


Nichole G. Sparlin
Lewiston, ME 04240



mailto:nichole.g.sparlin@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: brian kemp
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:21:09 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


It's frankly disturbing that anyone needs to be told that ethics rules cannot be optional.


Do better.



mailto:brimokemp@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: BARBARA NICHOLSON
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:50:14 PM


Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


Hello,
I am appalled that the OGE would write ethics rules that would be optional. That
is antithetical to what your office stands for and further degrades our democracy. I
oppose the OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:
1.  Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
2.  replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
3.  remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
4.  Place nonprofit charities (501 (c)(3) organizations on equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Sincerely,


Barbara Nicholson 
Nashville, TN


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:attparents@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Susan Caldwell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:22 PM


It is time to bring ethical behavior back to the government.  We are in a freefall.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
Susan Caldwell
svcaldwell@gmail.com
510-541-1918



mailto:svcaldwell@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: David Helm
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:28:18 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblower.



mailto:dhelm77@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Linda Pankewicz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:30:32 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks you.
Linda Pankewicz
Raymond, Maine



mailto:lpankewicz@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:27 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Judy Altman [mailto:judyalt@me.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Judy Altman
San Diego, CA



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:judyalt@me.com






From: Louise Barney
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03:12 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule
contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America
deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this
rule and make it better!


Sincerely,


Louise Barney



mailto:daweezbarney@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nancy Regan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:56:02 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation
as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Ethics are NOT optional.


Sincerely,


Nancy Regan
Charlottesville, VA 22901



mailto:nregan3@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carroll Lachnit
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:35 PM
Attachments: image.png


 


Thanks,


Carroll Lachnit



mailto:clachnit@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Rebecca Finley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04:12 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser, as the
inclusion of this unnecessary example risks intimidating victims of sexual harassment
or assault;


4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


-Rebecca Finley



mailto:finley.ra@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kimberly Irby
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:23:45 PM


OGE: 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanking you in advance for your consideration of this matter & my suggestions.


Sincerely,
Kim Irby


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:kimirby314@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Samuel Glavey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:44:39 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
Samuel J. Glavey
(716)-796-8566
sglavey1@binghamton.edu
Please excuse any typos.



mailto:sglavey1@binghamton.edu

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Michelle Whitmore
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:14:31 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks for reading!
Michelle Whitmore


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:michellewhitmore@sbcglobal.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: S R
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:41:06 PM


To whom it may concern, 


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser: and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I firmly believe optional ethics rules are no rules at all, and an invitation to corruption.
However, put these changes in place, & I think the the new regulation will work against it. 


Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
Sherri A. Rudnick
sarudnick@gmail.com
-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile



mailto:sarudnick@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:sarudnick@gmail.com






From: A Fox
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:33:28 PM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;remove the offensive example involving an
accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,
Attica Fox



mailto:bnfx11@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Madhu Somasekhar
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:35:48 PM


I oppose OGE'S proposed Legal Expense Fund regulation as drafted.
- OGE should remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
- Replace the proposed recusal requirement to a broader 5 yr recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests.
- Remove the offensive example of an accused sexual harasser.
- Allow non profit charities (501(c)3 orgs.) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers 


Thank you
Madhu Somashekar


Get Outlook for Android



mailto:Madhulika.S@outlook.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:05 PM


 
 
From: Oscar Lopez [mailto:oscarlopez1015@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:02 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 
Oscar Lopez Letona 
Maplewood, Minnesota 
 
 
 
To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,
 
I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 
OGE should:
 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
 
 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 
 
I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you
Oscar Lopez Letona


Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

https://go.onelink.me/107872968?pid=InProduct&c=Global_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers&af_wl=ym&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=Global_YGrowth&af_sub3=EmailSignature






From: Steven Ray
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:18:42 PM


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:slr242@sonic.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:35 PM


 
 


From: Rebecca Finley [mailto:finley.ra@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
 


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser, as the inclusion of this
unnecessary example risks intimidating victims of sexual harassment or assault;


4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


-Rebecca Finley



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Karl Kuhnhausen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:33:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Sent from Mail for Windows
 



mailto:karl.kuhnhausen@outlook.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986






From: majors_quarry.0h@icloud.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:03:04 PM


To the Office of Government Ethics,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Jensen Lugo



mailto:majors_quarry.0h@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Anthony Tylan-Tyler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:36 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
1.) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2.) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3.) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
4.) and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:ajctyler@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:14 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Matt Sypert [mailto:matt@sypert.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:02 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time,
S. M. Sypert



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:matt@sypert.com






From: Christine Erdodi
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:54 PM
Attachments: F8DEF0F7-8012-439A-B7D0-267EF2AFF0AD.png


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



mailto:christineerdodi@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS








From: James Combs
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:14:39 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks.


James Combs
Los Angeles



mailto:jamescombsgo@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Melanie Scarlata
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50) to
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:28:51 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Melanie Scarlata


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:mcscarlata@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Contact OGE
To: USOGE
Subject: FW: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:11:09 PM


 
 


From: Jill Gassman [mailto:jill_gassman@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:02 PM
To: Contact OGE <contactoge@oge.gov>
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
 
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(s)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


V/R
Jill Gassman Zullo



mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Merle Milder
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 1:59:53 PM


I oppose the proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted by OGE.  It’s outrageous that any government
regulation purporting to rein in corruption would be optional. Further, there needs to be a 5 year recusal period
mandated so cash donors do not acquire excessive influence and threaten witnesses.  Finally, nonprofit organizations
should be able to raise money on the same basis as law firms for defense of whistleblowers. 


Merle Milder
7400 River Rd. Apt. 306
North Bergen, NJ 07047



mailto:merle@optonline.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Arlene Reiss
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:12:08 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
Warren De Smidt
Mendocino County, California



mailto:warlene@mcn.org

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: leslie.zieminski@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Cc: leslie.zieminski@gmail.com
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:36:53 PM
Importance: High


To the Rule-makers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks.


Leslie Zieminski


San Clemente, CA


 



mailto:leslie.zieminski@gmail.com
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From: Jay Westbury
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:20:38 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;  
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:jaywestbury@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bill Beaird
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:15:34 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consider


Bill Beaird



mailto:billbeaird@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Vicki Bellamy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:22:06 PM


| oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader5- year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Vicki Bellamy
Staunton, VA



mailto:vwb24401@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tracy Maple
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:10:44 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Tracy Maple
111 E. Chestnut St. #53F
Chicago, IL 60611



mailto:tracymaple12@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Edie Babbe
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:38:53 PM


Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
 


OGE Personnel,
 
I am shocked to learn the details of OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-
AA50). The current draft makes its adherence optional, has a recusal period of only 1 year,
allows senior military officers accused of sexual harassment to raise money for their defense
(allowing even more harassment), and allows large law firms to provide unlimited legal
support to officials, but limits nonprofits from hiring lawyers for whistleblowers.
 
I oppose the current draft of the regulation. There are way too many loopholes allowing for
massive corruption. I strongly encourage the regulation be amended to:


·      Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
·      Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal


requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests


·      Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
·      Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large


law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you, Eda Babbe



mailto:ediebabbe@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Esteban Gast
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:04:31 PM


Hi there,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks,
Esteban


-- 


Esteban Gast
Writer & Host
Website // LinkedIn
Schedule a meeting/call: https://calendly.com/estebangast
"We tell stories in order to feel at home in the universe"
-Roger Bingham


ᐧ
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From: Jane McMillan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:25:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; - replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests; - remove the offensive example involving
an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:jmariemcmillan@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Chris Parker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:41:56 PM


Dear OGE,


Ethics should not be optional in Government service, and the field should be level for all.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Christopher Parker
St. Charles, IL 60174
chris.parker@gmail.com



mailto:chris.parker@gmail.com
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From: amy spelke
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:05:47 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


 remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accursed sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Amy Spelke



mailto:aspelke@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kathleen S Molnar
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:32:58 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser: and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


K. Molnar


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:bedhead2day@icloud.com
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From: Thomas Cook
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:17:25 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks.


 Thomas Cook
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From: Margie
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 2:09:36 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.
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